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SUMMARY

The pictorial content of visual memories re-
called by association is embodied by neuronal
activity at the highest processing stages of
primate visual cortex. This activity is elicited
by top-down signals from the frontal lobe and
recapitulates the bottom-up pattern normally
obtained by the recalled stimulus. To explore
the generality and mechanisms of this phenom-
enon, we recorded motion-sensitive neurons
at an early stage of cortical processing. After
monkeys learned to associate directions of mo-
tion with static shapes, these neurons exhibited
unprecedented selectivity for the shapes. This
emergent shape selectivity reflects activation
of neurons representing the motion stimuli
recalled by association, and it suggests that
recall-related activity may be a general feature
of neurons in visual cortex.

INTRODUCTION

Objects that are frequently seen together become associ-

ated in memory, such that the sight of one object readily

brings to mind the image of the other. The acquisition of

such memories is believed to result from the establish-

ment or strengthening of connections between neurons

that represent the associated stimuli (Hebb, 1949; James,

1910; Miyashita, 1993). By this means, a neuron that rep-

resents a specific visual object, via ‘‘bottom-up’’ signaling

from the sensory periphery, may also be activated by

a second object that elicits recall of the first, via ‘‘top-

down’’ signaling through newly established connections.

Tests of this hypothesis have focused on the primate infe-

rior temporal (IT) cortex because of its position at the pin-

nacle of the cortical visual processing stream (Felleman

and Van Essen, 1991), the selectivity of its neurons for

complex objects (Desimone et al., 1984), and its close

connections with medial temporal lobe structures critical

for learning and memory (Lavenex and Amaral, 2000; Lav-

enex et al., 2002). The selectivity of many IT neurons does

change as predicted during associative learning (Erickson
and Desimone, 1999; Messinger et al., 2001; Sakai and

Miyashita, 1991).

We investigated whether associative recall-related

activity might be a general property of cortical visual neu-

rons, including those at early processing stages, which

represent simple attributes of visual objects, such as di-

rection of motion, rather than the objects themselves. To

this aim, we trained rhesus monkeys to associate specific

directions of moving dot patterns with specific directions

of a static arrow shape (Figure 1). After animals learned

these pairings, we recorded responses to both stimulus

types from neurons in cortical visual area MT, which are

known to be highly selective for the direction of stimulus

motion but largely unresponsive to static stimuli (Albright,

1984). We predicted that the associative learning would

be paralleled by changes in the sensitivity of directionally

selective MT neurons, such that these neurons would

become activated by the static arrows associated with

preferred directions of motion.

RESULTS

Pretraining Neuronal Assessment

Our hypothesis presumes that MT neurons are not selec-

tive for the direction of static arrow stimuli prior to asso-

ciative training. Although nothing in the extensive literature

on MT response properties would suggest otherwise (for

review see Albright, 1993; Born and Bradley, 2005), we

nonetheless began our investigation by assessing

whether MT neurons selective for motion direction were

also selective for arrow direction. This assessment was

made on a pretraining (‘‘baseline’’) sample of 103 MT

neurons (see Experimental Procedures for details). Each

neuron was tested with four directions of motion (up,

down, left, right) and the corresponding four arrow direc-

tions. As expected, the vast majority (86%) of MT neurons

were tuned for direction of motion. Less than 4% of

the same population, a level consistent with chance prob-

ability, exhibited significant selectivity for the direction of

static arrows.

Posttraining Neuronal Assessment

Animals were trained to associate two directions of motion

(up and down) with two static arrow directions (Figure 1A).
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Training proceeded using a standard visual paired associ-

ation task (Figure 1B) (Gaffan and Bolton, 1983; Messinger

et al., 2001, 2005). Once animals learned the specified as-

sociations to criterion performance (85% correct for five

consecutive days), we reassessed neuronal responses

to motion and arrow direction using the same neurophys-

iological procedures that were applied prior to training.

The prevalence of directional motion selectivity was unaf-

fected by the training regime. Directional selectivity for the

static arrow stimuli, however, became far more common

among MT neurons (39/210, 19%). Moreover, among neu-

rons that exhibited significant selectivity for arrow direc-

tion, the strength of that selectivity following training

(quantified as average response vector magnitude; see

Experimental Procedures) greatly exceeded (0.44, n = 39)

that observed prior to training (0.17, n = 4).

Example Neuron Data

Patterns of selectivity for one MT neuron recorded after

the monkey learned the motion-arrow association are il-

lustrated in Figure 2. The top row in panel (A) contains

Figure 1. Visual Stimuli and Behavioral Paradigm for Associ-

ation Learning

(A) Monkey A learned to associate up and down motions with up and

down arrows, as illustrated. Monkey B learned the opposite pairings,

i.e., arrows inverted relative to motion directions.

(B) Paired association task used to train motion-arrow pairings. Trial

sequence is portrayed as a series of temporal frames. Each frame rep-

resents the video display and operant response (eye movement to

chosen stimulus). Either motion or arrow stimuli could serve as the

cue. Choice stimuli were always of the other type.
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trial-by-trial spike rasters and cumulative spike-density

functions corresponding to the four directions of stimulus

motion. The mean firing rate for each direction is plotted in

polar form in Figure 2B (red curve). As expected, the cell

was strongly tuned for direction of motion, with a preferred

direction lying between leftward and downward (preferred

direction = 216�).

The bottom row in Figure 2A contains data for the cor-

responding four static arrows. The animal had learned to

explicitly associate up- and downward pointing arrows

with up- and downward motions, respectively. Remark-

ably, the neuronal responses to these two static stimuli

(bottom row, first and third columns) closely mirrored the

responses to the associated motions: the arrow direction

paired with downward motion elicited a strong response,

whereas the arrow direction paired with upward motion

elicited a weak response. The firing rates for each of the

four arrow stimuli are plotted in Figure 2B (blue curve),

with polar angle now representing the direction of the cor-

responding motion stimulus. The arrow direction tuning

curve and preferred direction (223�) were nearly identical

to those for direction of motion.

Population Data: Comparison of Strengths

of Response and Directional Selectivity

To examine the relative response magnitudes and

strengths of directional selectivity for motion and arrow

stimuli, we performed two analyses. First, relative magni-

tudes of responses to motions and arrows were assessed

by computing averaged response functions for preferred

and null directions along the vertical axis. This analysis

was restricted to neurons selective for both stimulus types

(see Experimental Procedures), and the response func-

tions (Figure 3) naturally reveal significant directional

selectivity for both motions and arrows. However, the

preferred direction responses elicited by arrows tended

to be smaller, on average, than those elicited by motion.

Although this method of examination is advantageous

because it directly conveys response magnitudes to the

relevant stimuli, it is limited because those stimuli (upward

and downward directions) do not necessarily correspond

to the preferred direction of a given neuron. It follows

that a comparison of the response rates to up- versus

downward directions will likely yield an underestimate of

the strength of directional selectivity for each stimulus

type.

We thus adopted a second procedure to assess

strength of selectivity along the estimated preferred axis

of motion. This procedure treats the response rate in

each of the four stimulus directions as a vector magnitude

and then computes the average of these four response

vectors for each neuron. The magnitudes of these mean

response vectors for each neuron are plotted in Figure 4,

for neurons selective for both stimulus types. This com-

parison reveals that the population average vector magni-

tude for arrows (0.44) was only slightly less pronounced

than that for motion (0.67). The aforementioned compari-

son of mean response rates to motion and arrow stimuli
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Figure 2. Selectivity of MT Neurons following Paired Association Learning

All illustrated neuronal data were collected following associative training on the task shown in Figure 1B, but during additional behavioral trials in which

monkeys were simply required to fixate a central target (see Experimental Procedures).

(A) Data from representative MT neuron. (Top row) Responses to four motion directions. Spike raster displays of individual trial responses are plotted

above cumulative spike-density functions. Vertical dashed lines correspond from left to right to stimulus onset, motion onset, and stimulus offset.

Gray rectangle indicates analysis window (see Experimental Procedures). The cell was highly directionally selective (Rayleigh test, p < 0.001). (Bottom

row) Responses to four static arrows. The animal previously learned to associate up and down pointing arrows with up and down motions, respec-

tively (first and third columns of spike-density functions). Plotting conventions are same as in upper row. The cell was highly selective for arrow

direction (Rayleigh test, p < 0.001).

(B) Mean responses of example neuron from panel (A) to motion directions (red curve) and corresponding static arrow directions (blue curve),

indicated in polar format. Preferred directions for the two stimulus types (red and blue vectors) are nearly identical (7� difference).
suggests that the weaker directional selectivity for arrows

is largely a consequence of the smaller responses elicited

by these stimuli.

Population Data: Comparison

of Preferred Directions

The marked parallels between motion and shape tuning

for the neuron highlighted in Figure 2 suggest that the

emergent tuning for arrow direction indeed reflects the

learned associations. To test this hypothesis more gener-

ally, we first calculated the preferred directions for motion

and arrow stimuli for each neuron that exhibited significant

tuning for both. We then computed the angular difference

between these measures. Our hypothesis predicts similar

tuning for arrows and motions following learning, which

should be manifested as a distribution of motion-arrow

angular differences centered at 0�. Figure 5A illustrates

the observed distribution of difference measures (plotted

as unit vectors in polar format) for the monkey that learned

the association illustrated in Figure 1A (upward and down-

ward motions paired with upward and downward pointing

arrows, respectively). Our prediction is borne out in the

distribution, which is clustered around 0� (mean = 9�,

v-test, p < 0.001, Batschelet, 1981). Importantly, values

rarely exceeded ±90�, which means that the emergent

tuning for static arrows nearly always respected the sign

of the trained motion-arrow pairs.
N

Tuning Depends upon Learned Associations,

Not Intrinsic Stimulus Properties

In this study, we paired motion directions with directional

arrows, in part because that pairing conveniently exploits

a graphical association familiar to the human experi-

menters. Our hypothesis, however, predicts that the

observed plasticity in area MT should be independent of

the specific shape stimulus used. We tested this hypo-

thesis by training one of our monkeys on the reverse asso-

ciation, in which the direction of the static arrow was in-

verted relative to the direction of motion. If neuronal

tuning reflects learning of this reversed association, we

should expect preferred directions for motion and arrow

stimuli to differ by 180�. Indeed, the distribution of

motion-shape angular differences for this experiment

(Figure 5B) clustered around the predicted value of 180�

(mean = 143�, v-test, p < 0.05, Batschelet, 1981). This re-

sult demonstrates that tuning for static arrows reflects the

learned association with motion and is not dependent

upon the intrinsic properties of those shapes.

‘‘Rule’’ Generalization to Untrained Arrows

The arrow and motion stimuli used in these experiments

were drawn from two parallel periodic dimensions that

are linked by an arbitrary pairing rule. Such parallel sen-

sory dimensions are ubiquitous in normal human experi-

ence, and observers naturally map continuous values
euron 53, 881–890, March 15, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 883
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from one dimension onto another following an imposed

rule (Goldstone, 1998)—think, for example, of the relation-

ship between the volume of sound and the rotational angle

of a knob, or the depth of the gas pedal and the forward

velocity of the car. In view of these considerations, we

asked whether the pattern of neuronal responses to arrow

stimuli generalized to arrow directions that were not

explicitly paired with motion directions in our training re-

gime, but were nonetheless ‘‘linked’’ by the pairing rule

that defined the explicitly trained motion-arrow pairs.

To illustrate, consider the example cell shown in Fig-

ure 2. Under our training regime, the animal was explicitly

trained to associate up- and downward motions with the

up- and downward directed arrows (Figure 1A). As we

have noted, the arrow directional selectivity observed for

this example neuron reflects the explicit arrow-motion

Figure 3. Population Data from MT (n = 39)

Cumulative spike-density functions reflect average responses to pre-

ferred and null directions for neurons selective for both motion and

arrow direction (curves normalized to maximum response). Plotting

conventions similar to individual panels in Figure 2A. Initial transient re-

sponses (at t = �100 ms) reflect stimulus onset and are similar across

stimulus type and direction. Stimulus motion began at 500 ms, causing

a second response transient. Arrow stimuli remained static throughout

presentation interval. Note that this analysis of arrow tuning favors

neurons with significant tuning within the analysis window (580–1330

ms after stimulus onset), as opposed to other time windows following

stimulus onset.
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pairings (Figure 2A, bottom row, compare first and third

columns). By contrast, no pairings of horizontally directed

arrows and motions were explicitly trained. The responses

of our example neuron were nonetheless tuned for the

horizontally directed arrows (Figure 2A, bottom row, com-

pare second and fourth columns). Moreover, the horizon-

tal arrow direction preference corresponds to what one

would expect if the neuron generalized to 90� rotated ver-

sions of the explicitly trained motion-arrow pairs (Figure 1),

i.e., if arrow tuning reflected the rule that characterized the

explicitly trained pairings.

We wondered whether generalization to nontrained

stimulus pairs was common among our sampled MT

Figure 4. Population Comparison of Strength of Directional

Selectivity for Motion versus Arrow Stimuli

Each data point represents the average direction tuning vector magni-

tude for motion versus arrow stimuli for an individual MT neuron. These

direction tuning vectors were computed for each neuron by averaging

four vectors with direction equal to stimulus direction and magnitude

equal to mean response rate (see Experimental Procedures). Each

vector magnitude was normalized relative to the maximum response

rate for the cell and stimulus type. Data are shown only for neurons

that were significantly selective for both motion and arrow stimuli

(n = 39). This measure of selectivity reflects the estimated response

bias along the preferred axis of motion and is, on average, slightly

greater for motion (0.67) versus arrow (0.44) stimuli. This difference ap-

pears largely due to the difference in response magnitudes to these

stimuli (see Figure 3).
Figure 5. Comparison of Motion and

Arrow Direction Preferences

Each vector represents the angular difference

between preferred directions for motion and

arrow stimuli, for each neuron selective for

both.

(A) Monkey A learned the motion-arrow asso-

ciation illustrated in Figure 1A. Average of dis-

tribution (n = 19) is 9� (red vector). Shaded

hemicircle indicates values that respect the

sign (i.e., preferred motion direction same

as preferred arrow direction) of the trained

pairings.

(B) Monkey B learned the motion-arrow asso-

ciation opposite from monkey A. Average of

distribution (n = 20) is 143�. Plotting conven-

tions same as panel (A).
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neurons. Specifically, we asked whether preference for

left- versus rightward pointing arrows was congruent

with preference for left- versus rightward motions, in ac-

cordance with generalization over a 90� rotation from the

trained (i.e., up- and downward) motion-arrow pairs. As

a reference point for this analysis, we first examined

data from the subset of neurons selective for both motion

and arrow direction in the vertical (i.e., trained) dimension

(see Experimental Procedures for details). The high inci-

dence (82%) of congruent direction preferences in this

population (Figure 6A, left bar) honors the effect shown

in Figure 5 and reinforces the conclusion that explicitly

learned motion-arrow pairings lead to predictable shape

tuning in MT.

The bar graph in Figure 6B illustrates data from the sub-

set of neurons selective for both motion and arrow direc-

tion in the horizontal dimension. Surprisingly, despite the

fact that horizontal motion-arrow pairings were not explic-

itly trained, 69% of the selective neurons exhibited an

arrow direction preference congruent with the motion

preference. These observations demonstrate that neuro-

nal response changes resulting from learned stimulus

pairings can generalize to other stimulus pairings of the

same type. In other words, these neurons appeared to

manifest the rule behind the learned associations.

Emergent Arrow Selectivity Was Robust over

Subjects, Time, and Receptive Field Location

The incidence of congruent selectivity for motion and

static arrow direction was highly consistent across animal

subjects (both of whom learned the behavioral motion-

arrow associations to criterion). Of the 33 neurons iden-

tified as selective for motion direction and static arrow

direction along the vertical axis (Figure 6A), 19 were

recorded in monkey A and 14 in monkey B. Of those

27/33 (82%) neurons that exhibited congruent vertical

preferences for motion and arrow (i.e., both up or both

down for monkey A, opposite for monkey B), 16/19

(84%) were from monkey A and 11/14 (79%) were from

monkey B. Similarly, of the 32 neurons identified as selec-

tive for motion direction and static arrow direction along

the horizontal axis (Figure 6B), 22 were from monkey A

and 10 from monkey B. Of those 22/32 (69%) neurons

that exhibited congruent horizontal preferences for motion

and arrow (i.e., both left or both right for monkey A, oppo-

site for monkey B), 15/22 (68%) were from monkey A and

7/10 (70%) were from monkey B.

Our assessment of postlearning neuronal selectivity for

motion direction and static arrow direction took place dur-

ing a 4–5 week period in which the animals no longer per-

formed the motion-arrow association task. We examined

the possibility that the incidence of arrow tuning declined

over this period in which the learned associations were no

longer behaviorally maintained. We partitioned data from

each animal into two groups corresponding to the first

and second halves of the neurophysiological assessment

period. The numbers of significantly arrow tuned neurons

were nearly identical during the two halves, and this was
true for both animals (monkey A: 11 first, 9 second half;

monkey B: 9 first, 10 second half).

We assessed the incidence of associative learning ef-

fects across the range of visual field eccentricities of the

recorded neurons. Our sampled receptive field centers

ranged from 1� to 14� from the center of gaze. The fraction

of recorded MT neurons exhibiting postlearning static

arrow tuning was uniform across this range (c2, p < 0.05).

Consideration of Potential Eye-Movement Artifacts

The arrow stimuli used in our experiments were presented

in the CRF during nominal ocular fixation of a central

target, but it is impossible to eliminate small-amplitude

saccadic and smooth eye movements by these behavioral

means. MT neurons exhibit directionally selective re-

sponses to retinal slip, and they do not distinguish be-

tween image displacement resulting from motion of an

object in the visual scene or movement of the eyes across

a static scene (Newsome et al., 1988). In principle, there-

fore, the observed responses to static arrow stimuli could

have resulted from small eye movements that yielded

retinal motion in the receptive field. Because the arrow

responses were selective for arrow direction, such con-

founding eye movements would need to have been pres-

ent for some arrow directions and not others. Although we

consider this an unlikely possibility, we nonetheless at-

tempted to rule it out empirically by analyzing the magni-

tude and directional properties of small eye movements

that occurred during presentation of arrow stimuli.

Figure 6. Generalization of Neuronal Associative Plasticity to

Untrained Motion-Arrow Pairs

Data from both monkeys were similar and pooled (see Results for

details).

(A) Data from trained motion-arrow pairs (vertical stimuli). Neurons

were selected for significantly different responses to up- versus down-

ward motion and significantly different responses to up- versus down-

ward arrows (Wilcoxon test, p < 0.05). Bar graph indicates fraction for

which up versus down direction preferences for motion and arrow

stimuli were congruent (Sign test, p < 0.001), consistent with explicitly

trained pairs.

(B) Data from untrained motion-arrow pairs (horizontal stimuli). Neu-

rons were selected for significantly different responses to left- versus

rightward motion and significantly different responses to left- versus

rightward arrows (Wilcoxon test, p < 0.05). Bar graph indicates fraction

for which left versus right direction preferences for motion and arrow

stimuli were congruent (Sign test, p < 0.001), consistent with a rotated

form of the motion-arrow pairing ‘‘rule’’ that applied to the trained (i.e.,

vertical) pairs.
Neuron 53, 881–890, March 15, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 885
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For each neuron exhibiting postlearning arrow direc-

tional selectivity, we measured four eye-movement pa-

rameters during each stimulus presentation (see Experi-

mental Procedures): (1) mean eye position, (2) standard

deviation of eye position, (3) direction of fixational sac-

cades, and (4) direction of smooth drift eye movements.

(Note that trials were aborted and data not analyzed in

cases where eye position deviated more than 1.0� from

the central fixation target.) Neither the average eye posi-

tion nor the position variance varied significantly as a func-

tion of arrow direction (rank sum test, p < 0.05), suggesting

that retinal slip tied to these variables cannot account for

the observed neuronal tuning. We also found that there

was no significant effect of arrow direction on direction

of small fixational saccades or smooth ocular drift

(ANOVA, p < 0.05). In other words, when they occurred,

the direction of small eye movements was unrelated to

the direction of the arrow stimulus in the CRF, demonstrat-

ing that the associated retinal slip cannot account for the

observed neuronal tuning.

DISCUSSION

After monkeys learned to associate directions of motion

with directions of a static pointing arrow, we observed un-

precedented selectivity for arrow direction among a sub-

set of neurons in cortical area MT of the trained animals.

This pattern of selectivity corresponded to that predicted

from the associated motion stimuli. The apparent emer-

gence of arrow tuning constitutes evidence for neuronal

plasticity, which we conclude to be a product of associa-

tive learning. This associative neuronal plasticity is partic-

ularly notable for its presence in an early cortical visual

area and for the extraordinary rule-based generalization

it reveals. We consider the implications of these discover-

ies in greater detail below, along with a discussion of the

functional significance of these properties and mecha-

nisms that may give rise to them.

Does Neuronal Activity Reflect Recalled Motion?

Our discovery of emergent selectivity for static patterns in

visual area MT naturally raises questions about what the

activity represents. Two possibilities warrant consider-

ation. First, it may be that through our behavioral condi-

tioning paradigm MT neurons become co-opted for the

processing of novel stimulus features. According to this

argument, motion processing is the default operation in

MT, but the inherent plasticity of cortex allows these neu-

rons to take on other roles as dictated by the statistics of

the observer’s environment. At its core, this view sup-

poses that the observed activity elicited in MT by a static

arrow constitutes a neuronal representation of the arrow.

Although this possibility deserves further study, we note

that it defies the not unreasonable belief that properties

of early visual neurons must remain stable in order to yield

a stable interpretation of the world (Van Wezel and Britten,

2002).
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The second possibility is that the emergent responses

of MT neurons to static shapes play no direct role in the

processing of those shapes, but rather represent the mo-

tions recalled by association. This is essentially the inter-

pretation that has been offered to account for the effects

of associative learning on visual response properties of

neurons in inferior temporal cortex (Messinger et al.,

2001; Sakai and Miyashita, 1991; Miyashita, 1993).

According to this view, the static arrow stimuli are at all

times represented by regions of cortex other than area

MT. Through a learning-induced chain of connectivity,

however, a given arrow stimulus ultimately elicits selective

‘‘top-down’’ activation of those MT neurons that represent

the associated motion. We propose that this activation is

the neuronal embodiment of pictorially recalled motion—

motion imagery—which is represented in the same corti-

cal region and by the same neuronal code as the original

motion stimulus. Importantly, this view maintains that

area MT remains stably committed to motion processing,

with recognition that the same motion representations

may become activated by either bottom-up or top-down

signals.

Support for the view that postlearning responses to

static arrows in area MT reflect motion recall comes

from studies of the human perceptual phenomenon

known as ‘‘implied motion,’’ in which a static image drawn

from a moving sequence—such as an animal in a preda-

tory pounce or a swinging hammer—elicits pictorial recall

of the complete motion sequence. These top-down

effects can be objectified by their ability to interact per-

ceptually with bottom-up motion signals (Freyd, 1987),

and they presumably develop through experience, in

which the static elements of a motion sequence are natu-

rally associated with the movement itself. Consistent with

the results reported herein and with the motion imagery in-

terpretation, Kourtzi and Kanwisher (2001) found that

static images that imply motion elicited activity in human

cortical area MT+.

Finally, we acknowledge that it is impossible to rule

strongly on these different interpretations, given our re-

sults thus far. We present them as logical alternatives

with hope that they may stimulate further investigation

and, ultimately, resolution.

Function of Recall-Related Activity in Visual Cortex:

Drawing on Learned Environmental and Behavioral

Regularities to Interpret Ambiguous Sensory Signals

Following a line of argument traceable to Helmholtz’

(Helmholtz and Southall, 1924) concept of ‘‘unconscious

inference,’’ raised again by James (1890), Hebb (1949,

1968), Barlow (1990), and others (e.g., Davies et al.,

1982) and pressed recently by Backus (Haijiang et al.,

2006), we suggest that perceptual recapitulation of a stim-

ulus recalled by association confers substantial functional

benefit by generating an unambiguous (if not always cor-

rect) perceptual interpretation of noisy, incomplete, or am-

biguous sensory input. Indeed, as rightly noted long ago

by William James, ‘‘Perception is of probable things.’’
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We often see what we expect to see, regardless of

whether the experience reflects physical reality.

This familiar axiom is backed by a long-standing litera-

ture addressing the influence of associative experience

on perception (Ball and Sekuler, 1980; Bartleson, 1960;

Bruner et al., 1951; Farah, 1985; Hurlbert and Ling,

2005; Ishai and Sagi, 1995, 1997a, 1997b; Mast et al.,

2001; Siple and Springer, 1983), which dates at least to

Ewald Hering’s (Hering, 1878) concept of memory

colors—e.g., perceived color should be biased toward

yellow if the color originates from a banana. The argument

can also be understood in Bayesian terms (e.g., Kersten

et al., 2004; Knill and Richards, 1996): learned associa-

tions constitute information about the statistics of the ob-

server’s environment, which come into play lawfully as the

visual system attempts to identify the environmental

causes of retinal stimulation (see also Brunswik, 1956).

These arguments regarding the influence of associative

learning on perception were put to the test recently in an

elegant experiment by Backus and colleagues (Haijiang

et al., 2006), which supports the interpretation we have

applied to our results in MT. Briefly, Haijiang et al. used

classical conditioning to train associations between direc-

tion of motion and two values of a second cue (e.g., stim-

ulus position). Following learning, human subjects were

presented with ambiguous (bistable) motion stimuli along

with one or the other cue value. Subjects exhibited

a marked bias in the direction of perceived motion, which

was dictated by the associated cue. Our discovery of re-

call-related activity in area MT leads us to hypothesize

that such effects of association-based recall on percep-

tion are mediated by the integration of bottom-up and

top-down signals at the level of individual neurons in

visual cortex.

Mechanisms of Visual Associative Memory

Prior neurophysiological studies of associative memory

implicated the inferior temporal (IT) cortex (Erickson and

Desimone, 1999; Messinger et al., 2001; Sakai and Miya-

shita, 1991). In particular, a previously ineffective stimulus

for a given IT neuron can become effective if it is associa-

tively paired with an effective stimulus (Messinger et al.,

2001). These findings have been interpreted as evidence

for recall-related activity: The ineffective stimulus elicits

recall of the effective stimulus and, hence, a neuronal

response (Miyashita, 1993). Mechanistic insight for this

interpretation is provided by an experiment by Miyashita

and colleagues (Tomita et al., 1999), in which recall of

one visual pattern by its paired associate leads to reacti-

vation under the control of feedback from the prefrontal

cortex.

Our discovery of emergent selectivity for static patterns

in area MT adds to an understanding of the mechanisms of

visual associative memory in two important ways. First,

motion and static arrow directions are simple periodic var-

iables that naturally parallel one another. Use of these

stimuli thus afforded a unique opportunity to quantify the

tuning of recall-related activity using arrow direction as
a proxy for the associated motion direction. By this means

we revealed a remarkable generalization of neuronal se-

lectivity, consistent with the graphical ‘‘rule’’ that charac-

terizes the relationship between our motion and shape

variables. This finding is surprising in view of the fact

that monkeys in a laboratory setting often fail to generalize

behavior across changes in stimuli or task requirements.

Although it remains to be seen whether our animals exhibit

behavioral rule generalization that parallels the observed

neuronal generalization, we speculate that the observed

effects could underlie the perceptual learning phenome-

non in which one sensory dimension is mapped onto an-

other (Goldstone, 1998). This phenomenon is ubiquitous

in normal human experience and of considerable behav-

ioral significance—if you learn, for example, that the spe-

cific position of a dial or scale is associated with sound of

a specific volume, you can readily generalize to predict the

volume at other dial positions.

Second, our results provide unprecedented evidence

that associative plasticity holds for neurons at an early

processing stage that represents a highly specific visual

attribute, i.e., motion. Additional support for this view

comes from functional brain imaging studies, in which as-

sociative recall of visual memories and imagery is corre-

lated with selective patterns of cerebral blood flow in early

visual cortex (Buckner and Wheeler, 2001; Kosslyn, 1994;

Roland and Gulyas, 1994), including area MT (Kourtzi and

Kanwisher, 2000; Shulman et al., 1999). The associative

plasticity that we observed in MT may thus be a general

feature of sensory neurons at many hierarchical levels,

which makes possible the manifold and highly flexible

associations that underlie perceptual experience.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects and Surgical Preparation

Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), weighing 8.5–9.5 kg,

were used in accordance with procedures approved by the Salk Insti-

tute Animal Care and Use Committee and in compliance with USDA

regulations and NIH guidelines for the care and use of laboratory

animals. The approximate location of area MT was identified from sul-

cal landmarks in magnetic resonance images of each monkey’s brain.

A recording chamber was then implanted on each monkey’s skull dor-

sal to area MT using standard surgical techniques (e.g., Thiele et al.,

1999).

Visual Stimuli

Visual stimuli appeared on a CRT video display (21 inch, 1024 3 768,

75 Hz) and were viewed from a distance of 57 cm. Two stimulus types

were used (see Figure 1): motion and static shape. Motion stimuli con-

sisted of random dot patterns (dot diameter: 0.09�; dot density:

6.4 dots/deg2) viewed within a circular aperture. Dot contrast (Michel-

son) with background was 95%. All dots moved continuously and in

the same direction on each trial. Directions were left, right, up, and

down. Dot speed was 16�/s. Shape stimuli (see Figure 1) were static

arrows created from randomly positioned dots in an arrow-shaped ap-

erture (dot density: 19.2 dots/deg2). Arrows could be pointed in the

same four directions as dot motions.

When presented as receptive field (RF) stimuli during fixation task

(see below), both stimulus types were scaled to 70% of RF diameter.
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During pair-association training (see below), both stimulus types sub-

tended approximately 2.5�.

Behavior

Animals were seated in a standard primate chair. Eye position was

monitored continuously using an infrared video-based device. Two

types of behavioral tasks were used: fixation and pair association.

The fixation task was used for all electrophysiological data acquisition,

i.e., during the pre- and postlearning assessments of neuronal selec-

tivity. The pair-association task was used to train the designated asso-

ciations between static and moving stimuli. The current task regimen

was identified at the outset of each trial by the use of differently colored

fixation targets. Correct performance on both tasks was rewarded with

a small drop of juice.

Fixation Task

In the fixation task, the monkey was simply required to maintain fixa-

tion on a centrally placed spot (within 2.0�) before and during presen-

tation of a single visual stimulus at the previously determined RF loca-

tion. Motion stimuli appeared in static form for 500 ms and then moved

for an additional 750 ms. Static arrow stimuli appeared for the same

total duration (1250 ms) without moving.

Pair-Association Task

In the pair-association task (Figure 1B), animals were additionally re-

quired to select the target stimulus that was paired with a preceding

cue stimulus. Each pair-association trial began with the appearance

of the fixation spot. Once fixation was achieved, the cue stimulus

appeared at the center of gaze for 750 ms. Following a brief delay

(750 ms), the choice display appeared, which contained four stimuli,

one in each visual quadrant and all centered equidistant (4.25�) from

the fixation point. One of these four stimuli was the matching stimulus

and the other three were distractors. The position of the correct choice

target varied randomly between trials.

Only vertical stimuli were used as cues/matches in pair-association

training: (1) upward motion, (2) downward motion, (3) upward arrow,

and (4) downward arrow. Each of these stimuli appeared as the cue,

on a pseudorandom basis. The choice display contained stimuli that

were of the type different from the cue, in which case the match was

the stimulus that we chose to associate with the cue (see Figure 1).

For example, if the cue was the upward pointing arrow, the match stim-

ulus was upward motion, and vice versa. On all trials, the distractors

consisted of three stimuli: two horizontal motion stimuli (left- and right-

ward motion) and the remaining stimulus of the same type as the

match stimulus (i.e., the other direction of motion, or arrow from the

list above). Animals selected one of the stimuli in the choice display

by a saccadic eye movement directed to the stimulus.

Electrophysiology

During each recording session, a sharpened tungsten electrode

(�3.0 MU impedance) was lowered through a 23 ga. stainless-steel

guide tube into the dorsal telencephalon, reaching area MT in the lower

bank of the superior temporal sulcus. Electrode placement was guided

by magnetic resonance images of each monkey’s brain and the distri-

bution in depth of spontaneous neuronal activity. CORTEX software

(http://www.cortex.salk.edu/) controlled stimulus presentation and

data collection. Visually responsive neurons were isolated using the

Plexon system.

All neuronal recordings reported herein were made while the animal

performed the fixation task. These recordings were made both before

(103 neurons in monkey A) and beginning immediately after (97 neu-

rons in monkey A, 113 neurons in monkey B) animals were trained to

criterion performance (85% correct on at least 5 consecutive days)

on the pair-association task. Postlearning electrophysiological record-

ing continued for 4 weeks in monkey A and 5 weeks in monkey B. RFs

of isolated MT neurons were located in each quadrant of the contralat-

eral hemifield, at eccentricities ranging from 1� to 14� (mean = 7.9�).
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Neuronal Responsivity and Selectivity

We assessed the responses of each neuron to four directions of

motion and four directions of the static arrow stimuli. Each stimulus (di-

rection and type) was presented in the RF for a minimum of 20 trials.

For motion stimuli, responses were computed during a window

extending 80–830 ms after motion onset (580–1330 ms after stimulus

appearance). Responses to static arrows were computed during the

same window (580–1330 ms) following stimulus appearance (times

chosen to keep the analysis windows of the same duration for both

stimulus types and to exclude luminance-onset responses from the

analysis). The baseline neuronal firing rate was calculated over the in-

terval �300 to 0 ms, relative to stimulus appearance.

To evaluate directional selectivity for each stimulus type (motion and

arrows), we used responses (computed during the aforementioned

analysis windows) to the four stimulus directions on each trial number

to compute the average response vector for that trial. The directions of

these trial-based response vectors (n = �20 trials) were then used to

compute the circular mean. Neurons were considered selective for

direction if the Rayleigh test (Batschelet, 1981) revealed that the distri-

bution of trial-based directional measures was concentrated around

the circular mean (p < 0.05). When found significant by this test, the

circular mean served as our estimate of the preferred direction for

the relevant stimulus type and neuron. All statistical tests were evalu-

ated at the p = 0.05 level and were two tailed.

To evaluate the strength of directional selectivity for motions and

arrows along the estimated preferred axis, we first computed four

response vectors for each neuron. The directions of these vectors cor-

responded to the four stimulus directions (up, down, left, right), and the

vector magnitudes corresponded to the observed mean response

rates for the corresponding directions. We then computed the average

of these four response vectors for each neuron. To facilitate com-

parisons across neurons, the length of the averaged vector for each

neuron was normalized by the maximum response of the neuron to

the four stimulus directions. The magnitude of the resultant normalized

averaged response vector thus reflects the strength of directional se-

lectivity, and we used this measure to compare directional selectivity

strengths for motion and arrow stimuli.

Polar Analysis of Preferred Directions for Motion

and Arrow Stimuli

Preferred directions for motion and arrow stimuli were estimated as in-

dicated above (Neuronal Responsivity and Selectivity) and were com-

pared by subtracting the respective direction angles. These angular

difference measures were then analyzed using the v-test (Batschelet,

1981) in order to determine whether the observed angles cluster

around the predicted difference angles (0� in monkey A, 180� in mon-

key B). The value of the v statistic is inversely proportional to variance.

By definition, the values of v that reach our criterion level of signifi-

cance (p < 0.05) are those for which the variance is small enough to re-

ject the null hypothesis (uniformity), i.e., to accept clustering around

the predicted angle.

Analysis of Eye Movements for Recordings

from Arrow-Tuned Neurons

To address the possible influence of eye movements on the observed

postlearning neuronal selectivity for static arrow direction, we mea-

sured four variables during each stimulus presentation: (1) mean eye

position, (2) standard deviation of eye position, (3) direction of fixational

saccades (isolated during epochs in which they occurred), and (4)

direction of smooth drift eye movements (isolated during epochs in

which they occurred).

For variables (1) and (2), we determined whether the observed values

across recordings differed as a function of the direction of the arrow in

the CRF. To analyze saccade and smooth drift periods (variables 3

and 4), we first had to detect fixational saccade and smooth drift

periods that occurred during stimulus presentation (see below). For

each trial and condition, we then determined the mean direction of

the occurring fixational saccades or smooth drift. We used ANOVA

http://www.cortex.salk.edu/
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to assess whether the frequency of directional (up, down, left, right)

eye movements was a function of arrow direction across the different

recordings. This analysis enabled us to determine, for example,

whether upward eye movements were more frequent on trials in which

arrows were pointed upward, etc.

Saccade and Smooth Drift Detection Procedure

For the detection of saccades, we used a procedure similar to that

described by Krauzlis and Miles (Krauzlis and Miles, 1996). Briefly,

we first applied a 15 point finite response filter to the eye position

traces to obtain eye velocity. Horizontal and vertical eye velocities

were then combined to obtain radial eye velocity. By applying the

same filter again to this velocity signal, we obtained eye acceleration.

Saccades were detected using a three-step automated procedure. (1)

Candidate saccades were first identified as points in time passing a

velocity threshold (15�/s). (2) For each candidate saccade, the acceler-

ation signal prior to and after the saccade was scanned. If an adjacent

data point exceeded the acceleration threshold (550�/s2), the eye

position at that point was flagged and added to the candidate sac-

cade. (3) The duration of the candidate saccade was compared to

our minimum duration criterion. Candidate saccades that both ex-

ceeded this criterion and passed visual inspection were confirmed

for further analysis. The minimum amplitude of fixational saccades

we were able to detect with this procedure was 0.42�. We defined

smooth drift periods as those portions of the eye traces that did not

exceed our velocity criterion for saccades.
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